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Adaptive immunity can be acquired naturally or artificially  LO.4

Ab-mediated (Primary & Secondary) immune responses LO.2

The two pathways linking innate & adaptive (acquired) immune responses LO.6

Learning objectives (LOs)

Differences between innate & adaptive immune responses                             LO.1

Major effector branches of adaptive immune responses LO.5
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Secondary immune responses of T-lymphocytes                                                 LO.3



Innate immune response

- Immediate protection

- Fast (within seconds)

- Lack of specificity

- Lack of memory

- No change in intensity

Differences between innate & adaptive immune responses LO.1

Adaptive (acquired) immune 

response

- Long lasting protection

- Slow (4-5 days after the innate 

immune response)

- Specificity

- Immunological memory

- Change in intensity

VS
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Primary immune response

- Results after encounter with Ag for the 

first time.

- Ab is detectable in the serum within days 

or weeks depending on (nature & dose of 

Ag) and the route of administration.

- Ab levels continue to rise for several 

weeks & then decline. 

- The first Abs formed are IgM, followed by 

IgG, IgA, or both. IgM levels decline 

sooner than IgG levels.

LO.2

Secondary immune response

- Results after the 2nd encounter with the 

same Ag.

- Ab response is more rapid & rises to higher 

levels than during the primary response 

(due to presence of memory cells). 

- IgM amount produced is qualitatively similar 

to that of the primary response.

- IgG level is higher and persists much longer 

than the primary response.

- Ab binds to Ag more firmly (higher affinity).

VS
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Ab-mediated (Primary & Secondary) immune responses



Ab-mediated (Primary & Secondary) immune responses
LO.2
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LO.3
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T-lymphocytes 

similarly exhibit 

enhanced 

secondary 

responses, 

producing cells 

with improved 

helper or 

cytotoxic effector 

functions.

Secondary immune responses of T-lymphocytes



Adaptive immunity can be acquired naturally or artificially  
LO.3
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LO.3
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LO.3
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LO.4
Major effector branches of adaptive immune responses   
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LO.4
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LO.4
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The two pathways linking innate & adaptive (acquired) immune responses 
LO.5
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The adaptive ☺
immune system is 
highly dependent on 
cells of the innate 
immune system for 
the purposes of 
knowing when to 
respond, how to 
respond, and for 
how long.
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